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Abstract
Neutrons produced in spontaneous fission processes and (α, n) reactions can induce
background events in underground experiments looking for rare processes. A number
of computer codes are available to calculate cross-sections of (α, n) reactions, branching
ratios to various states and neutron yields. SOURCES4 code has been used in this work
to calculate neutron yields and energy spectra with input cross-sections and branching
ratios taken from experimental data and models from EMPIRE2.19/3.2.3 and TALYS1.9
codes. A comparison of SOURCES4 calculations with experimental data from alpha
beams and radioactive decay chains are presented.
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1

Introduction

Neutrons from radioactivity in environment and detector components affect the sensitivity
of low-background experiments, constructed in underground laboratories and searching for
rare events such as dark matter or neutrino interactions. These neutrons are produced in
spontaneous fission and (α, n) reactions and can mimic, for instance, nuclear recoils from
WIMP-nucleus interactions in direct dark matter searches.
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Several computer codes are available to calculate neutron yields and energy spectra form
these processes (see, for instance, Refs. [1–4]). Spontaneous fission (SF) is well described
by the parameterisation [5] with parameters tuned to the measurements. The neutron yield
from SF does not depend on the material where the neutron emission happens, but only on
the concentration of 238 U (neglecting other radioactive isotopes with very small neutron yields
from this process). To characterise a background in an experiment, an accurate calculation of
the neutron yield from (α, n) reactions is needed, where an alpha particle is originated from
the decays of radioactive isotopes of uranium and thorium and their daughters. The codes
usually use as inputs cross-sections of these reactions and transition probabilities to excited
states together with energy losses of alphas as they travel through the material until they stop.
A comparison of neutron yields and spectra as calculated in different codes and experimental data has been given in several papers, see for instance Refs. [2–4, 6, 7]. In this paper,
we report the new calculations of neutron production with the SOURCES4 code that includes
‘optimised’ cross-sections and branching ratios to excited states. This ‘optimisation’ includes
a combination of recent experimental data for the cross-sections and a model where the data
are not available. We focus here on (α, n) reactions caused by alphas up to 10 MeV as typical
for radioactive decay chains of 238 U, 235 U and 232 Th.

2

Neutron production in the SOURCES4 code

The nuclear physics code SOURCES4 [4] has been used for a long time in a number of applications, including particle physics and particle astrophysics experiments located in deep
underground laboratories. The code libraries contain alpha emission lines from radioactive
isotopes, cross-sections of (α, n) reactions from calculations and experimental data, probabilities of transitions to different final states of the daughter nucleus and parameterisations for
energy losses of alphas in different materials. The code calculates the neutron production rates
(or yields) and energy spectra of emitted neutrons for several types of problems. We consider
here the thick target approach where the size of the material sample is assumed to be much
bigger than the range of alphas so edge effects can be neglected. The version SOURCES4A [8]
of the code is used here for historical reasons. Previous tests confirmed that this version give
the same result as the most recent version SOURCES4C [4] if the same cross-sections and transition probabilities to excited states are used in both versions. A big advantage of the code is its
flexibility so that a user can choose what cross-section of (α, n) reaction is used for a particular
isotope in a material sample. The user can also add more cross-sections to the library.
The original code calculates neutron production for alpha energies up to 6.5 MeV and is
not fully suitable for calculation of neutrons from radioactive processes that involve alphas
with energies up to about 9 MeV. The original code SOURCES4A was modified to remove the
6.5 MeV energy cut and an updated version now allows calculations of neutron production
from alphas with energies up to 10 MeV [9, 10]. Libraries were initially updated to include
cross-sections from the EMPIRE2.19 code [11] and to extend energy range for alphas up to 10
MeV [9,10,12–14]. A comparison of cross-sections from EMPIRE2.19 with some experimental
data was published in Refs. [10,14] and the results from the modified SOURCES4A code were
used in a number of dark matter experiments (see, for example, Refs. [15–18]).
The user input to SOURCES4A includes either the energy of an alpha particle or the Z and A
of the radioactive isotope (or several isotopes in the case of decay chains, for instance) with the
number of atoms per unit volume. The user should also specify material composition (where
the alpha sources are located) and isotopic composition for each element (only isotopes with
cross-sections present in the code library can be included).
The output of SOURCES4A includes the neutron yield and spectra for the sum of the ground
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and all excited states, as well as neutron spectra for individual states. The output also includes
neutron production spectra on each isotope in the material sample. In the case of decay chains,
neutron production from individual radioactive isotopes on each isotope in the material sample
is also returned by the code. The code does not generate gammas produced from de-excitation
of a nucleus in the final state.
Recently, the libraries of SOURCES4A have been updated [19] to include some crosssections calculated with TALYS1.9 [20] and the newer version of EMPIRE3.2.3 [21]. Ref. [19]
includes comparison of cross-sections from TALYS1.9, EMPIRE2.19, EMPIRE3.2.3 and experimental data, as well as the results for neutron yields calculations using SOURCES4A with
different cross-sections.
The most recent development includes an update of the libraries of cross-sections and
branching ratios in SOURCES4A so the most reliable data are used when available and the
model calculations from either TALYS1.9 or EMPIRE2.19/3.2.3 are used for isotopes and alpha
energies where the data are scarce or unavailable. The same model is used for branching ratios
since there are very few data on this in literature. We will refer to this approach and crosssections as ’optimised’.

3

SOURCES4 results and comparison with other codes and experimental data

Here we present the results from SOURCES4A calculations using ’optimised’ cross-sections and
branching ratios. Where possible, the measured cross-sections have been used as an input to
neutron yield and spectra calculations. If different sets of data are inconsistent, or there are
no data for a particular isotope, the model from either TALYS1.9 or EMPIRE2.19/3.2.3 is used.
Branching ratios were calculated using TALYS1.9 or EMPIRE2.19/3.2.3. The results of these
calculations for a number of elements are compared to different data sets that were obtained
from α-particle beams interacting with thick targets composed of different elements/isotopes.
This comparison provides an independent test of neutron yield calculations. First results have
been presented at the LRT2022 workshop and published in [22].
As an example, we show in Figure 1 the neutron yield from fluorine as a function of
α-particle energy. The measurements for natural fluorine have been reported in Refs. [23–
25]. We have chosen fluorine here as it is a quite common material in underground experiments (used as a light reflector) and has a very high neutron yield due to (α, n) reactions.
SOURCES4A calculations use the cross-sections for 19 F from Ref. [26] up to 6.7 MeV. Above
this energy and for branching ratios the model from TALYS1.9 [20] was implemented (see also
Ref. [27] for the comparison of data and models for 19 F and some other isotopes). The neutron
yields from SOURCES4A are in good agreement with data.
Figure 2 shows the neutron energy spectrum from fluorine as calculated by SOURCES4A
in comparison with the measurements from Ref. [25] for 5 MeV alpha beam. Again, a good
agreement is seen. A similar agreement (within about 20%) was observed for most isotopes
checked.
Figure 3 shows the neutron yield for several materials from 238 U decay chain as calculated
by different codes in comparison with experimental data. The neutron yield is given as the
number of neutrons per 106 alphas to be directly compared with other publications [3,6]. The
decay chain is assumed to be in equilibrium. There are 8 alphas in the 238 U chain so to convert
this to the total neutron production rate per gram per second per ppb of uranium the value
from the figure needs to be multiplied by 8 × 1.245 × 10−5 /106 . Here again we have used
optimised cross-sections in SOURCES4A – a combination of experimentally measured crosssections and calculations either with TALYS1.9 or EMPIRE2.19/3.2.3. Data from the NEDIS-2.0
3
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Figure 1:
Neutron yield from fluorine as
a function of α energy. SOURCES4A calculations with cross-sections from Ref. [26] up
to 6.7 MeV and TALYS1.9 model above 6.7
MeV, are plotted together with the data from
Refs. [23–25].

Figure 2: Neutron energy spectra from
SOURCES4A and measurements from
Ref. [25] for a 5 MeV energy alpha beam
hitting a fluorine target.

code were taken from [28]. USD data were obtained with the web-based toolkit developed at
the University of South Dakota (USA) [1] and reported in Ref. [6]. NeuCBOT calculations have
been reported in Ref. [2]. Yields from GEANT4 simulations using two libraries JENDL [29] and
TENDL-2017 [20] were calculated in Ref. [3]. The ’experimental data’ were not the results of
direct measurements of neutron yields from the whole decay chain but were evaluated from the
measured neutron yields for different alpha energies as reported in Ref. [6]. A good agreement
between SOURCES4A and evaluated data is seen for most materials.
Ref. [30] reported direct measurement of neutron yields from uranium and thorium decay
chains and the comparison of SOURCES4A output with these data for thorium chain is shown
in Figure 4. The calculations are again in very good agreement with measurements.

4

Conclusion

We have presented the ’optimised’ approach to the inputs to SOURCES4A code when the crosssections are taken from existing experimental data and consistency between different data sets
is observed, complemented with models from either TALYS or EMPIRE nuclear reaction codes.
With this input, we have calculated neutron yields as functions of alpha energy for a number
of elements and materials and compared them to the measurements carried out with alpha
particle beams. A good agreement is seen for most isotopes and materials tested. Calculated
neutron energy spectra also show a reasonable agreement with the measurements. We have
also presented a comparison of SOURCES4A calculations of neutron yields from radioactive
decay chains with measurements and other codes.
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Figure 3: Neutron yield 238 U decay chain in several materials as calculated by different codes
in comparison with measurements. Neutron yield is given as the number of neutrons per 106
alphas. See text for details.

Figure 4: Neutron yield 238 U decay chain in several materials as calculated by different codes
in comparison with measurements. Neutron yield is given as the number of neutrons per 106
alphas. See text for details.
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